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I recently received this email from a person with an interesting travel history.
They said, "I'm 52 and I have realized I still have so many unanswered questions! Can a
game like Pokemon Go be used to control me? I feel like something outside of me has
effects on me. I know this sounds crazy but it feels this way. I never found out who let the
dogs out........the way to get to Sesame Street.......why Dora doesn't just use Google
Maps.......why we don't ever see the headline "Psychic Wins Lottery"........why women can't
put on mascara with their mouth closed..........why "abbreviated" is such a long word............
why lemon juice is made with artificial flavor yet dish-washing liquid is made with real
lemons........... why they sterilize the needle for lethal injections... and, why do you have to
"put your two cents in" but it's only a "penny for your thoughts" where's that extra penny
going to... why do The Alphabet Song and Twinkle Twinkle Little Star have the same tune...
why did you just try to sing those two previous songs... and just what is Victoria's
secret?..............and do you really think I am this witty??"
Most people will read the above and think it is just me being funny or nuts, but there might
be something to this email based the person's recent travel history.
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today? Could something innocuous on its surface have a deep meaning to your life, in ways
you don't perceive just yet?
Keeping your distance from an ignorant is equivalent to living a wise person's wisdom.

Could these thoughts in the first paragraph be used or placed in someone's mind and placed
on social media/TV/radio to be shared to infect many minds just as a viral infection afflicts
people? It sounds hard to fathom, doesn't it? Is there a point to this opening? Yes, there is.
The person above lived across the street from an 80 GHz microwave antenna for 3 years and
their family became concerned about a change in their behavior and cognitve function. This
antenna array was used by the federal government response to terrorism.
In 2012, the FCC gave the green light to U.S. critical-communications licensees will be able
to use Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) technology on a permanent basis, but the
technology remains prohibited on public-safety spectrum. TETRA is a European standard
that is now ubiquitous and has some interesting features I want you to think about. These
physical capabilities lead me to believe they soon will be a major focus of terrorist groups
soon and most governments won't tell us why these attacks are truly occurring. The
technology can be a conduit for population control by civilian governments and by the
military. This is why terrorist groups want the encryption keys to TETRA. Once these links
become common knowledge they will potentially interest both domestic and foreign
terrorists.
The benefit should be obvious to you: control your enemy without a population or
government ever knowing that they are being controlled is a pretty powerful weapon. This is
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If this sounds far-fetched to you, I want you to read this link from the literature. It turns out
acute exposure to Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) has effects on the human
electroencephalogram and electrocardiogram, consistent with vagal nerve stimulation in a
laboratory setting. Hyperlink.
So why I am concerned about this? In 1962 Franke described that the human heart generates
electrical oscillations in a wide frequency range than was previously known. That range was
30 to 200 Hz. In the case of pathologic changes in the human heart, such as ischemia, the
most pronounced changes were seen in the high-frequency part of the vibration spectrum in
the heart. It was from this experiment that Heart Rate Variability technology was found and
expanded on. It turned out that the high-frequency components in the 200-500 Hz range
were also discovered in the electrical activity of the brain. In 1963, Trabka described that
these components were appreciably altered by barbiturate anesthesia.
It turns out that the Apollo astronauts are now showing these unusual changes in their heart
too. Did you know that TETRA is being used by NASA now? Do you think this may change
the slope of the line for modern astronauts?
In 1963, an entrepreneur physicist named Dean Wooldridge worked at TRW and was an
expert in magnetic theory. TRW was a technology company, and being an expert in magnetic
theory is basic to modern electronics manufacturing. He retired in 1962 and began to focus
in on bio-magnetism and bio-electric fields. He wrote a book called "The Machinery of the
Brain". This was a book written on his many experiments and bio-hacks of electromagnetic
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rhythmic bodily functions. One example he gave was the neuronal oscillatory circuit found
in a lobster. It has a ring of just nine interconnected neurons capable of generating periodic
electrical impulses that control the lobster's heartbeat. He also showed that the song of the
cicada is originated by an oscillator in the insect's brain.
TETRA is capable of controlling a lot more human functions via frequency modulation of
oscillations in the human heart and brain. Why do I say this? Wooldridge showed the world
that biology now had a new circuit refinement that Mother Nature added to living things:
namely a sub-harmonic generator. TETRA can use RF/UHF/microwaves to be such a
generator to control pacemaker cells in our tissues.
Wooldridge found that the cicada centrally originating frequency was 200 cycles per second
whereas the neuronal arrangement in the sound muscle drives them only at 100 times per
second. He showed us in many lower animals, neuronal oscillators are directly responsible
for the rhythms involved in walking, swimming, or flying. More work was done on this
topic in 1963 by Wiener, He showed another phenomenon, known as the "attraction of
frequencies" comes from the results of harmonic analysis of the alpha rhythms of brain biopotentials in EEG. He proposed that the human brain contains neuron generators with
frequencies close to 10 Hz, that within certain physical parameters, allows these frequencies
to attract one another to change one another. Today we know that the alpha wave is
generated deep in the thalamic grey matter in similar fashion.
This idea was tested by Harary, and he found that while each cell exhibited its own
individual limit rhythm of pulsation, the assembly of cells around the highest pulsing cells
began to pulse with the same frequency by a lead pacemaker cell. These higher pulsing cells
then offered electromagnetic control of all the other cells around the pacemaker cell. Could
this technology be used to control people? The short answer is yes they can.
These experiments show us how TETRA could be usurped to control human cells that have
electromagnetic pacemakers. The heart has them in our conduction system and the brain has
them in the SCN. In fact, in front of every human gene, there is a peripheral circadian
oscillator. If you become able to disorder epigenetic expression of a large population of
people in a democracy you could radically affect a nations trajectory.
The history of mind control at a distance, remote mind control technology (RMCT) begins
in America with the research of Dr. Ross Adey (UCLA) and his colleagues in the late '60's,
working on the CIA-funded Pandora Project. Dr. Adey was frequently mentioned in many of
Robert O. Becker's books on electromagnetic aspects of life. Adey found that ELF
(extremely low frequency) signals on the region of 1-20 Hz (with 0.1 increments having
different effects), had bioactive and psychoactive effects. The research was Messaging
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(RMCT). Pandora researchers discovered that the 6-16 Hz region had drastic effects on brain
and on nervous and endocrine systems. This could enable major dysfunction in the target
victim if research on cats and monkeys could be duplicated. The research on human victims
done by Dr. Delgado still remains classified by the US government to this day.
A major problem for the military was that ELF transmissions need vast antenna arrays to
gain their desired effects. In layman's terms, microwave and pseudo-ELF were more
effective at mind control than a pure ELF. RMCT, the means of mind controlling by neurodegeneration can be employed by slowly killing victims using pseudo-ELFs. This ability
comes from amplitude or pulse modulation of microwaves, UHF, FM, and RF
radiations. This was recently also shown in the NTP toxicity data released in May 2015 in
the USA. When this research was done by Adey, the biologic effects of ELF frequencies was
born and it was exploited by several groups.
TETRA imparts minimal interference potential to the RF spectrum which is why it is useful
to civil utilizations for communications. This range is in the UHF band and the nonNPSPAC portion of the 800 MHz band of the electromagnetic spectrum. The problem for
biology is that the new NTP toxicity data show us that even small RF pulses are a problem
for cells. What might TETRA do to cells if humans in power use it for communications for
any reason?
Utilities have expressed interest in using TETRA, and the FCC action in 2012 may
encourage further interest from the sector for their smart meter rollouts.
TETRA is a digital, trunked radio technology that operates with TDMA in four time-slot
channels within a 25-kHz channel bandwidth, TETRA is the primary LMR technology used
for public-safety communications in Europe. However, in the U.S.A., Project 25 (P25) is the
public-safety standard. that is being phased out since 2012. Interoperability of both systems
is critical for the current public-safety applications, so this is the reason why it has slowed. It
has not stopped.
This makes using TETRA in competing frequencies a potential target for a technologic and
biologic useful weapon. The FCC was quite sensitive to the concerns that parties have raised
about the interference potential of TETRA on public safety systems and the FCC clarified
that TETRA cannot be used on 700 MHz public-safety narrowband spectrum in the USA
because this could render both systems ineffective. What the FCC has not disclosed is
that it would be quite easy to modulate the frequency of TETRA to cause complete
chaos if the decryption key to TETRA was found. Modern dimmer switches in your home
are fully capable of modulating electromagnetic frequencies to alter the effect of light in
your home and doing this would be technically easy if someone used the 700 MHz band.
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pacemaker of all humans within range of the signal to cause massive biologic effects that
would escape most medical practitioners. I believe the low end of the electromagnetic
spectrum hurt our Apollo astronauts in a similar fashion and NASA is not making the

connection to HRV data published today. Today we have record brain and heart ailments we
cannot explain in medicine, while TETRA use is increasing globally. In Europe, this has
likely driven some of the chronic mitochondrial diseases on different paths then they would
make here in the USA.
TETRA was designed for emergency situations, when almost instantaneous communication
is required, both between individuals and within a group of an unlimited size. This is why
first responders, the military, and NASA want this technology. Priority calls can be made
using this band, backed by call pre-emption if required, and on urgent nationwide occasions,
an all-informed communication can be sent out. This makes it quite valuable in many
applications.
Our pacemakers in the brain and heart work in the same coordinated fashion and
interruptions in cellular functions are quite likely based upon the biophysical effects were
already know about mentioned in this blog earlier.
In the UK, microwave frequencies are defined between 300 MHz to 300 GHz; in the USA it
is defined in terms of 1 GHz. Ross Adey's research at UCLA was done on 450 MHz carriers
used to broadcast pseudo-ELFs via pulse or amplitude modulation, his colleagues carried out
the same research at 147 MHz. In the USA, these frequencies have been defined as UHF and
VHF. TV and radio frequencies use these bands.
So what are my concerns about the use of TETRA with respect to this published science?
The TETRA-2 software in some EU countries has now eliminated the 17.6 and 70.4 Hz
interframe gaps that were used for mind control in the Pandora project. Most TETRA masts
in Europe also now do not have any ELF pulsing. They do produce a lot of audio-band EMR
in the range 2 to 18 kHz and which can be heard on a simple AM demodulator as a loud
sounding hiss. These are frequencies that our cardiac and SCN pace at and could cause
electromagnetic interference. I have a deep sense this is ongoing based on the epidemiology
of heart and brain diseases. I think this is why electromagnetic sensitivity, Type 1 diabetes,
and a variety autoimmune conditions are more common in Europe than they are here in the
US. They type of electromagnetic radiation is capable of changing the disease phenotype
because of how it affects human mitochondria.
I personally believe the roll-out of TETRA was not connected with the 17.6 Hz and mind
control issues from Pandora project in the 1960's because Motorola owned the encryption
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any country using TETRA without anyone knowing what he or she are doing at any time. I
think this is why Snowden is enemy number one in Washington DC now. He knows what
the system is capable of because he worked with it. If one had access to those keys with a
small adjustment frequency modulation back to 17.6 Hz could easily be achieved. I have a
sense that is tied to the Snowden situation. That was why, here in the states, the UK was
seen as an ideal key flagship demonstration country to help sell the TETRA system around

the world. The recent attacks in Europe may be the perfect way to test for remote frequency
modulation by any terrorist groups. The only proof this maybe ongoing is if we see spikes of
disease phenotype changes occurring in and around the attack zones. I doubt this will be
studied because no one is linking terrorist events with public health, yet, with the known
power TETRA has over pacemaker cells, the science is plausible.
France has been a huge target for terrorist organizations, and I think the link maybe tied to
TETRAPOL. The French use the better and non-ELF pulsing TETRAPOL system. The
French were the last "friendly" country that the USA and the UK governments wanted to
have the decryption rights to this band. Terrorist attacks are a way to test decryption abilities
because it stresses the emergency communication system used by first responders.
The TETRA system originally used in the EU uses between 380 and 400 MHz, which is
switched on and off at such a pulse rate that a pseudo-ELF of 17.6 Hz. This means 17.6
times per second a pulse wave is produced. This means the brain and nervous system are hit
by pulses of UHF/microwave (nnEMF) every 1/17.6th of a second. Consider that all the
recent terrorist events in Europe have mobilized emergency management using these
frequencies over populations of cities. To understand this effect you need to understand
scale. This is like throwing an electrochemical hammer blow to the head at a rate of 17.6
every second. Have you ever tried to sit and listen to a jackhammer chronically? Can you
imagine what 17.6 hammer-like blows being delivered to the PVN and endocrine system are
at the mitochondrial level? This is why variations were seen in HRV and EEG with TETRA
use. The mitochondria need to oscillate at 100 Hz to fat burn, otherwise, it revises to a
Warburg metabolism; do you think this might have a disruptive effect on the mitochondria
of the organism? Might this be linked to many neolithic diseases that begin in the
mitochondria??? Might this system power be usurped by a terrorist or runaway government
by a simple frequency modulation in a tower? Is this how the people in the US embassy in
Cuba had brain damage? I think so.
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I'd like to remind you that all human cells communicate to each other in the ELF range using
both photons and solitons. I think you need to be aware of what is going on with the FCC
and just what this technology is capable of politically, biologically, and in warfare.
What controls us?
Light from the sun programs the atoms in us by exciting electrons in our tissues. Light from
man-made thing like TETRA has the capability of destroying us. Atoms are in everything
that makes us, especially proteins. This is why DNA and RNA only code for proteins. All
proteins have a "light signature" or fingerprint. This makes solar light the controlling arm of
life. Every part of you is controlled by atoms right now that are programmed by solar light.
When you live inside you are allowing a mis-programming of your atoms by man-made
light. The same thing is true of WiFi, mobile networks, and geo-engineering. All atoms are
quantized by light and the evidence is on the periodic table. The laws of the universe scale
from the quantum level to the macroscopic level. Quantum mechanics is foundational to
everything in this universe. This implies that, in order to have a fundamental understanding
of life, you must have a quantized molecular mechanism to prove your theory. Darwin had
nothing to prove anything he wrote in the Origin of Species in the 1850's, yet we knew he
was more right than the paradigm of the day. He provided us with observations that
correlated to morphologic change we saw in the fossil record and with living
things. This is
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like Huxley did in the past and like Richard Dawkins does today. When you are dealing with
atoms, you are dealing with quantum mechanics at some level. It is incumbent on you to
figure out the message so you understand why some modern scientist position is skewed.
This is an area where Richard Dawkins has tricked modern man to fully accept Darwin’s old
ideas, without fundamentally understanding how the electromagnetic spectrum can use the
resonant control to affect the epigenetic programming of cells. Mitochondrial energy
production controls genetic expression. The nuclear genome does not control energy flows
to and fro the genome based upon Dr. Doug Wallace's groundbreaking research in
mitochondria. Nothing in Darwin’s theory talks about nature’s basic quantum language
·
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because it was not discovered yet in the 19th century. Darwin gets a pass on that issue from
me, but Dawkins does not. Feynman famously said that if your theory does not match your
experiment, no matter how elegant the theory, it is wrong. I don't think we are run by a
selfish genome. I think we are programmed by energy from mitochondria. That is what
modern science of Dr. Doug Wallace is telegraphing us. I've been clear in showing you
Darwin and modern science maybe, in fact, dead wrong about many of their core beliefs
because they were ignorant about how light can control cells in nonlinear ways. I've been
using quantum mechanics to show you why we should consider this aspect of biology.
The key to understanding how evolution occurs is to understand the fundamentals of
Einstein’s mass equivalence. Light can sculpt life using proteins as Mother Nature's canvas.
The mass equivalence equation (E=mc2) shows us the wide-reaching impacts of failing to
understand how small changes in quantum mass can create widespread changes in energy.
You should consider this as proof of concept: Avogadro’s constant is the only scaling factor
we have that allows us to go between the macroscopic world to the quantum level
(subatomic scale). This allows us to link observations we make in nature directly to the
mathematics of the quantum realm. Do food guru's tell you that? No, they do not because
they fail to see the quantum mechanisms in cells as well.

Since the beginning, we know one thing for sure. There were quantum subatomic particles
present in Genesis. First and foremost, this implies that a quantum evolution began as a byproduct of some type of supernova blast from our past. Today, the phrase "let there be light"
has massive implications both science and beliefs. The controlling arm of both TETRA and
epigenetics use the electromagnetic spectrum via quantum mechanisms to affect other forms
of matter. This mechanism can force a variety of changes in cells, to affect a chemical
evolution by changing the structure and the construction of atoms to allow the pathways of
biochemistry to exist. This did not occur the other way around. Light controls all
Messaging
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back to how all things began, but I have.
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